head of quality
Zurich, Switzerland

the opportunity
If you are looking for stability and career growth, look no
further. Join a Swiss medical device & diagnostics company playing
on the global stage. With a strong emphasis on professional
employee development (they have their own internal training
program), you can be sure that this will not be a static role.
The company has a reputation of having a ‘culture of quality’
which is recognized both internally within the organization
(quality is seen as a partner, not a policeman), and externally (4
consecutive FDA inspections with 0 findings). This is a company
growing, both organically and strategically by acquisition, its
shares are over-performing, and it is soon to be the market leader
in its space. From a quality perspective, the standard is high; all
sites are switched already to ISO 13485:2016 and it has recently
passed the MDSAP audit. Internally, quality is a highly respected
and prominent function within this organization, and as such,
quality as a whole doesn’t report to a COO or CMO but straight to
the CEO.

the challenge:
So what’s the challenge? To make something good even
better!
The Head of quality will report to the Senior Vice President
Quality & Regulatory and will have complete quality oversight
of the company’s biggest and most important site, located in
the Headquarters of Zurich, where there are around 500
people.
This role will also have responsibility for a small site in
Germany. Along with all classic quality responsibilities, this
person will also have the unique opportunity to come up with
their own ideas for implementing quality improvement
projects with a view to achieving excellence in the
organization.

the role:
Because this role is located in the company HQ, where the
senior management team, board and the CEO sit, this role
with have significant interaction and exposure to the
company’s Leadership Team. We are looking for dynamic,
seasoned Quality professionals with experience in operations
and stakeholder management who are able to influence both
up and down reporting lines.
>>> Swipe up

Lead the quality organization of Switzerland and
Germany in line with the Company’s Vision and Values
of Ambition, High standards and Trust
Drive compliance of both products and processes to
applicable standards and regulations globally (e.g. QSR,
ISO 13485)
Have responsibility for all Quality aspects relating to
products and processes manufactured in Switzerland
and Germany
Have a commercially minded approach to quality to
support the business achieve its goals and objectives
Drive projects to improve the reliability and quality of
products by establishing effective control mechanism in
operations and supplier management
Organize, prepare and participate to internal, 3rd party
and supplier audits
Interface to customers regarding quality topics as an
OEM supplier and ensure that the customer’s
expectations and managed and met
Ensure continuous improvement across the organisation
Drive accountability towards effectiveness of the QMS
Support and execution of risk management activities
related to the scope of work (products, processes,
complaints, NCR’s, CAPA’s, ….)
Creation of Quality documentation related to products
and processes in German and English
Manage the budget for own cost centres

Expectations:
We are looking for seasoned professionals with a proven
background in medical device quality operations and
leadership:
10+ years experience working in a quality operations role
within the medical device industry and mastery of the
relevant standards: ISO 14971, ISO 13485, EU regulations,
quality and regulatory compliance processes, QSR/GMP,
reporting etc.
8+ years experience in leadership and quality operations
Strong stakeholder management and assertiveness
Fluency in English AND German
Previous experience with FDA inspections
Proven experience with manufacturing quality
processes, operational quality, Quality Systems
Management, Audits, Quality Engineering

We'd love to hear from you! Please send your CV
to elena@elemed.eu to arrange a confidential
career discussion.

